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ABSTRACT,:

This paper reviews the use of' automatic vehicZeident;'ijication
and monitoring (AVIjAVMJ as a 1;p af'fic management measUY'e" The
technoZogies employed in AVI/AVM a:t'e discussed, AVM using transponde:r>s is a simple and pract'ical met;hod fop vehicle identification
and the implementation of an AVM By,gtem for eZectr-onic road prieing
in Hong Kong is r>eported., It is argued that fitting transponders
to private vehicle,s lor the pUJ"pose of tT'affic management may not
be poUticaZly OX' socially acceptable" A low cost scheme of vehicle
identificat'ionis suggested 'in this paper" The schemeinvoZves
ident-ifying wheelbase sequences rather than individuaZ vehicles in
a t:r>af'ficstream" Correlation of the wheelba.se .sequences obtained
from -two axZe detector pa-irs or stations w·ill prOVide the journey
time of the platoon travelling be-tween the stations. Re,sults from
field tests indicate that a wheelbase resolution of 25 to 50 mm can
be achieved" ThY'ee methods were Mveloped from this scheme, The
,first method is the matching of wheelbase lengths on a cycle by
eycle basis, It ut-ilises the stCll't times of gl'een and red phases
«(ld was able to produce accurate estimates of 'link jOUPney t-ime.s ..
The other two methods.. cross-correlation and Zea,st squCll'es estimation..
CU'e more suitable for observat'ion periods of 15 min and longer"
They were found to be adveY'se Zy affected by the presence of trucks ..
The least squCll'es method is recommended for further Y'e,finement and
incorporation a.s PClI't or an ATe system,
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INTRODUCTION
Automatic vehicle identification (AVI) and automatic vehicle monitoring (AV'M)
have found many appl ications in traffic operations in recent years"
These
include the provision of priority for anergency vehicles or pub I ic transit,
the collection of tolls on bridges and highways, access control for security
reasons and the management of vehicl e fl eets. One recent appl ication rep:>rted
is an el ectr'on ic road pr icing system to discourage traffic in congested areas
(Dawson 1983; Catl ing and Turner 1984). Experimental r'oute gUidance systems for
assisting a driver to choose the best route to a given destination are also
often reported (e"g.
Yumoto 1977; Tomkewltsch 1984>' It is argued that these
techniques - AVI, AVM and route guidance
can reduce congestion, fuel
consumption and pollutant emission in big cities"
With the availabil ity of low cost and efficient microprocessors, it is
now feasible to implement a wide range
of
techniques
for
vehicle
identification"
These include image processing and equipping vehicles with
transponders, As AVI/NIt'4 could be uti I ised as a real-time traffic management
measure, it offers a new dimension to the trad itional traffic signal control,
which is concerned mainl y with time management"
With AVI, a continuous
monitoring of the prevail ing congestion levels is possible and dynanic space
management by re-·routing traffic in real time becones feasible. tJieasures such
as turn bans, lane allocation or even road pricing could be implanented at the
most appropr iate time and location. It should be recognised that there is now
a real (X>ssibil ity to obtain from. and give feedback to, motorists information
about prevai I ing traffic cond ition5, and hence to achieve some degree of
vol untary re-routing to reI iave congestion"
This
paper is concerned with the monitoring of urban traffic
congestion and, in particular, with the evaluation of area traffic control
(ATC)
system by means of vehicle identification. It begins with a discussion
of the technologies employed in implementing AVI/AVM and the implementation of
a pilot system for electronic road pricing in tbng Kong is reported" The
relationship between AVI and the real-time evaluation of ATe systems is
emphasised,
While the use of on-board transponders for AVI is technically
simple, its use may not be socially or pal itically acceptable.
It may have to
be r estr icted to gQl/ernment veh i c I es or pub I ic transi t" A scheme that can
automaticall y mon itor the performance of a traffic control
system without
actually identifying individual vehicles is therefor'e preferable" I-bwever,
this is a difficult problem since, in an urban road network. vehicles change
lanes frequently and with traffic entering from and exiting into side-.streets,
the environment is 'noisy' for the purp::>se of estimating journey times from
traffic flow"
This paper proPJses a scheme that involves identifying
sequences of vehicl es by the ir wheel base I engths, rather than identi fying
individual vehicles"
From this concept, the following three time series
anal ys i s methods are introduced:
(a)

wheelbase matching;

Cb)

cross-correlation; and

(cl

least squares estimation.

Real traffic data were used to test the val idity of these methods.
The
results refX>rted in this paper are based on data collected from a single road
link in an ATC system" The analysis was therefore a univariate analysis with
one pair of input/output time series,
The results represent an initial
attempt in this important area of research.,
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An AVI System

In a typical AVI system, a transponder is mounted on-board a vehicle
it

is

an

active

continuously~

transponder

that

receives

power

fro'l1

and,

jf

the car battery,

a coded signal. An interrogator or receiver unit instal led
by the roadside receives the signal via an antenna" The antenna can be
pole-mounted or ;nore commonly is in the form of an inductance loop embedded in
the roadway
The code is then processed by a control un it which is usuall y
housed together with the interrogator as a single piece of roadside equiP'JIent"
Typically
the control
unit would be a traffic signal controller for
implementing priority measures for buses and trams (Richardson et.9...!.1979;
Richardson and Ogden 1979; Sin 1984)
The code emitted fr'om a transponder :nay
s impl y sign i fy the presence or abs~nce of the bus, or give more sI aborate
real·,time information such as the current number of passengers on-board" Such
information can be entered into the code by the bus driver and used by the
traffic signal controller to implement the appropriate level of priority"
If
the transponder
is a passive unit. it receives the power
from
the
interrogator, usually via the inductance loop

AV!
be based
optical,

on

using a passive transponder is a relatively
various propagation frequencies, 9.g" new technology and can
radio, microwave or

An AVM System
An AVM system locates road vehicles within a wel I-defined geographical area
and canmunicates to a control centre (it is sometimes called an automatic
vehicle locating (AVL) system),
The major application of AVM has been the
real -time control and monitoring of vehicle fleets including buses, trams,
pol ice cars and taxis"
Its use in buses and trans is particUlarly attractive
because only fixed routes are employed and the location problen
is much
simpl ified"
The
potential benefits include an Increase In oper'atlng
effic iency by ensur ing that vehicl es are r'unn ing on schedul e and that advance
notice is given to wairing passengers,
Operational data can also be collected
and stored efficiently. and in-vehicle security is impr-oved,
A method canmonl y used for AYM is known as prox im ity detection (Sko:nal
1981)
and
requires
on-board transponders for vehicle identification"
Permanent devices known as signfX?sts are positioned along the possible paths
of vehicle :novenents in a monitored area.
The nunber of signposts is
determined by the desired position accuracy, Depending on how the transponder
in a vehicle interacts with the signpost, tllO types of prOXimity detection are
p:Jssible (sGe Fig 1>"
In a direct proximity AV1'-1 system. the approximate
vehicle position data that--a--vehlcle receives from a signpost Is directly
transmitted to the control centre by the on--board transnitter.
If a VI code
is transnitted to the signpost, the system is known as an indirect or inverted
proximity AVM system"
In this case, the signpost
The signpost ssnds the time of receipt and the VI code to the control centre
via land-I ines such as telephone I ines,
At -rhe control centre, this code is
related to the specific signpost to identify the location of the vehicle ..
Refinement of the above two techniques is necessary to determine the location
of a vehicl e between two signposts, Readers are referred to Skomal (1981) for
these ref I nements and two other less canmon I y amployed AYM methods known as
dead reckoning and radio signal time difference determination ..

oP9ratesas~nterrogator::
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Fig 1 - Automatic vehicle monitoring (Skomal 1981)

in

A direct proximity AYM system for' buses and trams is being implemented
Melbourne
(Metr'opoJ itan
Melbour'ne
Tramways
Board
(MMTB)
1982>"

Simultaneously. the Sydney Co-ordinated Adaptive Traffic (SCAT) control system
(5ims and Dobinson 1980) is also being implemented within the proposed AVM
system.
The desired AVM resolution in locating a vehicle Is 155 in time and
90 m In space. which I imits its ab! I Ity to implement vehjcle~'actuated priority
measures at a signal lsed intersection. The interaction between SCATS and the
MMTS-AVM systems wi I I therefor"e be minimal,
However, the feasibi I ity of
uti 11sing the communication network of the SCAT system for monitor-ing trams,
buses or' any other vehicle eqUipped with transponders is recognised (Luk
1983) .

ELECTRONIC ROAD PRICING (ER?)
A direct appl ication of AVM using transponder's is the implementation of road
pr"icing in r'eal time, Road pricing as a fiscal measure to reduce traffic
congestion is not a new concept. The Area Licensing Scheme in Singapore has
been in oper'ation since 1975 (Watson and Holland 1978L The scheme requires
that special supplementary I icences be pur"chased and displayed on any car
driven into a designated restr"icted zone during the mor"ning peak commuting
hour's.
Buses, goods vehTcles, motor cycles, emergency vehicles and cars
car'rylng four" or mOf'S passengers ar'e exempted. Thus, the Scheme is manually
operated, wher"eas the proposed Hong Kong ERP System requires all vehicles to
be encoded with transponders cal led electronic number plates (ENP)"
The proposed ERP system is an j nd I r-ect AVM system" Each veh i c le is to
be equipped with a passive tr"ansponder 51 ightly larger than that of a video
cassette tape" From this size, and the inductance loops cut on-site (Luk
1985), the frequency of transmissIon must be in the RF (radio fr'equency) range
of 30 MHz to 1 GHz (although the exact frequency is kept as a secret to avoid
vandal ism)"
Two types of loops are used
The ener'gislng loop provides the
energy to the passive transponder, which then transmits
the
vehicle
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identi fication code to be picked up by an adjacent receiv jng loop.. The
vehicle code, together with the time of activation and Qut-station mmber, are
transn itted through telephone J jnes to a central
accounti ng and control
centre"
The vehicle owner receives a monthly bil J, which can be itemised
if
requested (at his own cost). A toll display adjacent to each out-station wit I
also be used to ranind a motorist of the toll at which he will be charged"
A
closed-circuit TV canera wi r I al so be uti I ised at each Qut-station to take
photographs of any vehicle that is detected (by the inductance loop) but does
not em it an acceptab I e code or any code at a I I "
A pi lot system is currentl y being impl enented in the central area on
the north shore of the !-bng Kong isl and..
It consists of 20 out-stations and
3000 transponders.
M:>st of these transponders wi 11 be mount'9d on government
cars, but volunteers are being invited to offer their vehicles for tests in
the pi lot system"
The cost of each out-station is estimated to be $1100 and
that of a transponder is $50 each. The total cost of the pi lot system would
be ar'ound $6 m. The profX)sed final system wi II cover most of the urban area
in !-bng Kong"
It \'K)uld be about ~en times the size of the pilot system and
require 200 out-stations and about 300 000 transponders (i "19,, the total
vehicl e popul ation)"
In ccrnparison with increasing reg istration and
I icensing fees, road
pricing is usually seen as an equitable fiscal measure.
It doss not affect
car ownership" Each motorist can decide on individual economic grounds how
much he wishes to pay for the use of congested roads,. ERP would provide the
flexibil ity of charging motorists in the most congested places and at the most
appropr iate times. !-bng Kong al so has the un i que features that wou I d make ERP
a viable proposition" These include a smal I vehicle population of less than
300000, a confined area and an efficient administrative structure for the
registration and licensing of vehicles,
Some of these conditions are not met
in other countries
For exanple, in countries I ike Austral ia or the U"S.,
there will be too many inter- and
intra-state vehicles and, unless al J
vehicles in a particular selected city are equipped with transponders. the ERP
concept wi II not w:::>rk,
There wi! I be too many vehicles that are detectl3d but
do not transmit any identification code; the task of checking through
registration files even by c01lputer is impractical.
The question of intrusion
into privacy is undoubtedly a sensitive issue .. Publ ic relation has to be
proper I y hand led and ERP must not be seen as another source of tax revenue ..
Apart from £RP, automatic route guidance is another appl ication of
A'vN.
In fact, provision has been made in the proposed ERP system in !-bng Kong
to include route guidance as an option .. Each electronic nLmber plate al ready
has an input port for the transmission of information frOO1 an out-station to a
motorist if his vehicle is eqUipped with some form of video display .. I-bwever,
more research has to be undertaken before route guidance can be shown to be a
cost effective traffic management measure .. A typical
exanple is the much
publ icised GAGS system developed for Tokyo in the mid-seventies (Yumoto 1977>
and yet now known to be abandoned (L.uk 1985) ..
A more immed iate probl an is the estimation of traffic congestion
without the use of transponders, and feeding-back to the motorists of
prevail ing traffic conditions"
The feeding-back process can be achieved
reasonably easily by broadcasting
In spacially allocated channels from
low-'power, short-range (say, 500 m to 1 km) roadside transnitters..
The rest
of this paper is devoted to the prime objective of VI for the specific aim of
on-I ine eval uation of ATG systems without the use of transponders .. Naturall y,
the concept need not be restr icted to such an appl ication and can be adopted
for monitoring urban traffic congestion in general,
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VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION ANO EVALUATION OF ATC SYSTEMS
Evaluation of ATC systems are usually carried out by methods such as
f I oat! ng-car techn j que, car number' p I ate surveys and aer i a I photography.

the

would last for a period of 20 days, wIth

and

All
these methods are manua I and labour j ntens j ve and can on Iy be carr' i ed out for
a shor't period of time" A typical survey for comparing two methods of ATC

eight

survey

hours

per

day,

weekends and after'-bus I ness hours are not i ne I uded" Consequent J y, manual
survey methods are regar'ded as being incomplete and expensive (Luk, Sims and

Lowrle 1983) and are therefore seldom undertaken on a regular basis
AYI/AVM
constitutes a potential category of evaluation method.
However, such an approach would only be better than the floating-car method if
a I arge number of veh ic I es were equ i pped with transponder's" These veh I cl es
wi th i n the ATC networ'k fr'equent I y or the sampl es
wou! d have to tr'avel
available might not be sufficient for an accur'ate real-time evaluation of the
pe~formance of the control system
A scheme whereby vehicle travel times can
be obtained in lar'ge quantities and without identifying individual vehicles.
i ,8" a vehicle non-Identification scheme. is therefor'e desir'abla"
Such a
scheme is described below,
This scheme reI ies on an accurate measurement of the wheelbase of a
vehicle" The wheelbase is an invariant quantity in mathematical terms and
ther'efore allows a veh le! e to be traced through a r'oad network wi th i n
reasonable distances" Figure 2 illustrates the scheme for' measuring the
journey times of a platoon of vehicles between two locations (A and 8) in an
ATC network. Two axle detectors separated by a distance L ar'e used to
determine the speed and wheelbase of a vehicle passing over each detector
pair. or station. at A and B,
The premise of the proposition is that
sufficient information can be obtained by studying a sequence of wheel bases
rather than a single vehicle or wheelbase" The corTelation of the wheelbase
sequences obta I ned at the two stati cns prov i des a measure of the platoon
journey times between them. By repeating the process between at I adjacent
intersections in an ATC network. the perfor'mance of the control system can
be ascerta i ned.. Depend j ng on the traff I c flow. th is scheme wi I1 prov i de
several journey time samples per signal cycle"
It is ther'efore far superior
to the floating~'car' method. which usually only provides one to two samples per
15 min"
The detectors. both upstream and downstr'eam of an j ntersecti on. are
laid in a lane with repr'esentative t ink traffic flow.,
If more than one lane
needs to be stUdied. more axle detectors are required and a simple logical
operation is needed to determine the lane choice
of
each
vehicle,
Alternatively~ a pair of loop detectors can be used to calculate vehicle
lengths. which can simi larly be used for matching" Each detector pair should
ideally
be
located
at
a
position where either the speed or the
acce t er'at! on/decel er'ati on rate of each veh i cl e rema i ns r'easonab I y constant
within the detector' spacing L.
An appr'oprlate choice would be a position
beyond the maximum queue length for'med at the stop"-l ine in each signal cycle"
The stop-line would appear least appropriate because vehicles tend to slow
down to join the queue and then accelerate off from the intersection"
Figur'e 3 i Ilustr'ates the four' positions of a vehicle crossing a
detector' pa i r',
Assum i ng that the veh i c I e tr'ave I s at constant speed. the speed
v and the wheelbase ware given by:

speed
wheelbase w

V

L / T
34
V

T13 = LT13/T34
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The variables are as shown in

Fig 3

If

the

vehicle

acceler'ates

with

a

constant rate across a detector' pair, the instantaneous velocity becomes a
function of time and the wheelbase is given by:

(2)

Equation (2) was reported in

Gazis

and

Foata

(1969)

for

identifying

car

lengths in the Lincoln Tunnel in New York .. They used optical detector pairs
for' vehicle identification and then deter'mined the exact number of vehicles at
var'ious sections of the tunnel,
They attempted to control the flow to an
opti mum va I us of 1320 cars per- I ans per hour" The scheme proposed in -th i 5

paper

for

ATC system evaluation uti I ises a simi far concept for VI, although

the traffic operating environment is much more difficult because lane-changing
and side-street traffic wi II introduce 'noise' into a Wheelbase sequenca"
The pr'oof of eqn (2) can be found in Luk (1983), in which some
eXisting data collected in another ARRB study for wheelbase determination was
analysed,
The wheel bases calculated using constant speed and constant
acce I er'ati on assumpti on were comparad, Twenty four' samp I re sets of wheel bases
from two detector' pairs wer'e used to obtain the correlation coefficient and
the standard deviation of the differences..
Using eqn (1), the correlation
coefficient -9nd standar'd deviation are 0 .. 969 and" 102 mm respectively" The
corresponding values using eqn (2) are 0,,982 and 69,,3 mm, Hence, the constant
acceleration assumption usefully improves the correlation of the wheelbase
sequences and eqn (2) was used in all field studies descr'ibed below"

WHEELBASE MEASUREMENT
A ser i es of f i el d stud i es was carr i ad out at sites in Bur'wood Highway, Ver'mont
South, as already shown In Fig 2" The ARRS Vehicle Detector Data Acquisition
System (VDDAS) was used to record the times of actuations as vehicles passed
over the axle detectors (see Fraser 1981), The detectors were of the treadle
type made of metal strips suitable for field studies of short durations.
Detectors were spaced at 3 m and 4 m apart In day 1 and at 5 m and 6 m apart
in day 2 of the field studies
The middle lane in the east-bound or p"m" peak
d i recti on was chosen as the r-epr'esentati ve I ane for' mon i tori ng platoon Journey
times .. The separ'ation of the detector pairs A and 8 in Fig 2 was I imited by
the I ength of cab I as ava j I ab I e for link i ng the ax I e detector's to VOOAS"
A
value of 350 m was chosen" Data was collected in two afternoons from about
3 p "m. to 5 p "m..
a per i od correspond i ng to the trans i ti on fr'om off-peak to
peak flows .. The star't times of gr'een and red phases were also manually keyed
into the data logger for processing later. These times are easi Iy available
from an ATC system if the proposed scheme is incorporated as part of the
system,
The alms of the field studies wer'e as follows:
d j str' i buti on

(a)

To study the
environment;

of

wheel base

(b)

To determine the optimal spacing CL) between two axle detectors; and
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(cl

To study the feasibil ity
whee I base sequences"

of

correlating

the

upstream

and

downstrecm

Distribution of Wheelbases
Table I presents the wheel bases of twelve car mooels in Austral is. They are
obtained from manufacturers l data and range from 2000 to 3000 ITm"
The
proposed
vehicle
identification
scheme would benefit from a uniform
distribution of wheelbasss in that range"
In this case, a O::>mmodore with a
wheelbase of 2668 rrrn would be as likely to be followed by another Commodore as
by a !-bnda Civic with a wheelbase of 2250 rrm,
The task of correlation w.Juld
then be much easier and the resol ution of the measur iog systslTI would be less
er itical.
The d 15tr ibut ion of wheel bases determ loed from data coli ected
in
the two afternoons at the upstream station A is shown in the histogran in
Fig 4 .. The total nlJ1lber in the sa-nple was 2194 and the distribution had two
peaks at 2500-2600 rrm and at 2800-2900 nm and was rea50nab I y even in the 2300
to 3000 rrm range" Seven per cent of the wheel bases were longer than 3000 nm
and would be particularly useful as markers for VI" The observed distribution
suggests that VI by the wheelbase is a viable proposition"

Optimal Spacing Within A Detector Pair (L)
The data collected for establ ishing the feasibil jty of correlation was firstly
used to determine the optimal value of the detector spacing, L, within a
detector pair ..
If L is too large, speed variation within it will violate the
assumptions of constant speed or acceleration and hence the accuracy of eqos
(l) or (2)"
If the spacing is small, the resolution of the measur"ing
equipnent beccxnes critical.
The resolution of the ARR8 VODAS for axle
detection is about 1 to 2 ms and additional variation comes from differences
in tyre pressures, duration of contact between the tyre and the axle detector.
and the p:>ssibl1 ity that the detectors are not perfectly parallel..
At
L = 3 m,
and
at
a
speed
v = 13 m/s,
the
duration of the pul se
T = 3/13 s = 230 ms" A resolution of 1 ms therefore constitutes 1/230 or 0,,4
per cent error" Using eqn (1), the error would be at least twice or roughly 1
per cent., At a wheelbase of 2500 rrrn, this error becO'lles 25 mm
The correl ation coeffic ient and the standard dev iation of
the
difference between matched pairs of wheelbases were canputed at four levels of
tal erance" The resu! ts are shown in Fig 5. The optimal val ue of L at each
tolerance level
is identi::al
and
is 5 m" TIl3 variation in the mmber of
matched pairs is shown in Tab I 13 I I.
At all val ues of L, there were large
increases in the number of matched pairs as the tolerance was increased from
25 to 50 ntn. At L = 5 m and at a tolerance level of 50 rrm, the sample size
was (252+55) = 307, and was 96 per cent of al I matched pairs with a tolerance
level below 100 nm" These results confir~ that the majority of vehicles in a
platoon can be uniquely identified by their wheelbase lengths if the
measurement system has a resol ution better than 50 rrm.
The
increase
in
tolerance beyond 75 rrm may introduce errors in the correlation process - two
vehicles in the same platoon but of different wheelbases may be wrongly
identi fied as the same car"
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TABLE I

WHEELBASES

FRO~1

MANUFACTURERS' DATA
Wheelbase in mm

1'1odel

2250

Honda Civic
Charade

2300

Datsun Sunny

2340

Corolla

2400

Gemini

2404

Datsun 200B

2500

Sigma

2515

Toyota Corona

2525

Cortina

2578

Commodore

2668

Falcon

2790

Valiant

2820

20%

-

-

Relative
frequency in

-

percentage

-

10% -

_

1

-

<r
2.. 0

Fig

)3m

,I
2.2

2..4
2.. 6
Wheelbase in m

2.8

30

4 - Distribution of the wheelbase data collected
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TABLE II
VARIATION OF SAMPLE SIZE OF MATCHED WHEELBASES WITH TOLERANCES
DetecTor

Sample Size

Spacing
L

Tolerance
25mm

_.- ---,-- -------,-'.'-,..
3m

135
234
252
275

4m

5m
6m

I ncr'ease in samp I e

Tolerance

= ---- ... _----,,-50mm

_~._----,-

-_~._-

75mm

----,----- ---- --67
62
55
57

i ze

5

=
-- -----

Total
'.,

100mm
_._-----_._------.~,

7

10

15

o

11

2
5

3

219
311
320
340

Optimal Detector Spacing
Oo--D 25mm Tolerance

b------il. 50mm Tolerance

<>--<>

75mm Tolerance
0 - - 0 100mm Tolerance

35

30

STD Deviation
of Differences

25

{mm}

20

15

0>---

0-

,
4:1",
I •__--,;'32
-;;-__;;';;c-_.:;=:~=:;;;==~;;:;;;==:;;~=::;o
3.6
4.0
4.. 4
4.. 8
5.2
56
6..0

10!;-,
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Detector Spacing L (m)

Fig 5 - Optimal spacing within a detector pair

From the results obtained, it is clear that most wheelbasas in a
traffic strean can be uniquely identified with an equipnentthat has a
resol ution better than 50 1'lYJI" Based on this concept- of uti I ising wheel bas3 as
an entity for
identi fication, three methods were investigated: wheel base
matching. cross-correlation and least squares estimation ..
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WHEELBASE MATCHING
Simple

matching

processes, where a single wheelbase r'8corded at station A is

matched to a wheelbase at station 8, and Journey

time calculated,

were the

first methods examined for' Journey time estimation ..
The r'aw data fnxn axle actuations, collected by the VODAS system, was
processed by a FORTRAN computer pr'ogram
For each statJ on, th is program
produced a formatted fi le containing, for each vehicle, the wheelbase and
actuation time of the first detector of the paIr. Red and gr'ssn times which
had been manua J I Y entered v i a the VDOAS keyboard were i nter"spar-sed j n the
data, For the purpose of further' analysis, the data collected in day 2 using
5 m and 6 m detector spacing was spl it up into 7 time periods, each 15 mln in
length, with the exception of the final
period for' each detector spacing"
These two periods wer'e each sI ightly less than 15 min" These time per'iods,
and the sample size in each, ar'e detailed in Table Ill" Due to the similarity
of the data sets collected in days 1 and 2, the results fr'om day 2 only ar'e
rapor'ted"

TABLE III
15 MINUTE TIME PERIODS OF DATA
TIME
NO OF VEHICLES INTERVAL ----------, __
CARS TRUCKS TOTAL nRUCKS
----------~._-------,------,

5m
OETECTffi
SPACING

--,- _.- --,--- -

1

118

2

129

3

146

4*

121

.._-------_._------,-,----*.-

----,~,------- ~,- ~.-

6m

OETECTffi
SPAC ING

*

5
6
7*

16
16

-

14
14

----~

134
145
160

..

135

, -_._~.,---

12

11
9
11

--,--- --

199

13
13

176
212

203

7
6

18

221

9

163

slightly less than 15 min per'lod

The fir'st pr'ocess under'taken with this data was the 'manual matching'
of wheel bases between the two stations. This was done for two reasons:
(a)

To deter'mine a 'model' answer to which later' results could be

compared;

and

(b)

To aid in the development of an algorithm so that the matching pr'ocess
could be automated.
The manual matching process consisted of the following steps:

(3)

Wheelbase and actuation time for' each station wer'e printed out
side.

(b)

Us i ng the r'ed and green times, th i s data was sp lit up into platoons.
Only vehicles which were members of a platoon and which did not stop at
the signals were consider'ad, to ensure that the measured journey times
r'epresented those of the major movement in the ATC system.
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(c)

A vehicl e at station A was considered to be matched by a vehicl eat
station 8 if Cl) it was a manber of the sa'Jle platoon, and (ii) it had a
The sequence of wheel bases was
wheelbase within the tolerance of SO rrm"

assumed, for this particular site, to
i"s" while

vehicles

may

have

110Ved

have

retained

into

the

sane order.

or out of the lane. it was

assumed that no vehicle would have overtaken another and then moved back
into

the

seme

lane

again..

similar wheel bases (within the

Where

there

tolerance of

were several vehicles with

50 mm)

which

could

al I

possibly match, headways were calculated, and vehicles were chosen in
such a way that headways war's preserved as closely as possible"
Due to the tedious nature of this manual processing,
period 1 (approximately 10 platoons)"

it

was

done

only

for

Matching of vehicles which were not members of the S3'lle pi atoon was
also investigated. Vehicles which were stopped by a red signal at station A,
aither I left-over' at the end of a platoon, or Which had entered from side
streets between pi atoons. would be expected to appear at the start of the next
platoon"
This type of matching could be expected to provide information about
delays encountered by vehicles which are stopped by the signals"
Exanination
of the data revealed very few vehicles which were forced to stop at the red
signal following station A, due to the strong pi atoonin9 from the upstre311
signals at Springvale Road and the small vollllle of side-street traffic
enter'ing between Springvale Road and station A.
Unfortunately, this meant
that there were too few vehicles at this site to provide any useful data. so
this type of matching was not pursued further"
The next task was to wr i'te a prograTl to automate the matching process.
so that large cmounts of data could be handled" The progn:rn operated in the
fo I1 owi og manner:
(a)

Cb)

(c)

The vehicle data was spl it into platoons, using the manually entered recl
and green times"
Only vehicles arriving at A which were members of a
pI atoon, and d id not stop at the red signal were considered
Veh ic I as
at A were ani y matched to vehicles at 8 that were mEnlbers of the sane
platoon, to avoid erroneous matching with vehicles entering from the
side-streets during the red"
Platoons were defined as follows: (i)
platoon at A consisted of vehicles arriving any ti~e betwean 5 s before
the green and t s after the red, and (ii) platoon at B consisted of
vehicles arriVing any time between 14 s after the green and 26 s after
the red. This range was wide enough to capture the majority of vehicles
tr"avell ing within the observed speed range .. These ti:nes were determined
by exanination of headways in the data.,
It was decided not to usa
headways in the prognm as a basis for selecting platoons. as a large
gap between pI atoons does not al ways occur due to randO'll entry of
side-street traffic into the major traffic str ean "
An observation window was determined froll the manually matched
Th i s per iod was---aeterm ined from the min imllYJ and max imllTl journey
from A to B" Vehicl es were anI y matched if they were detected
within the observation period" The period chosen was from 12 s to
This represents a speed range of 50 km/h to 105 km/h.

data.
t i~es
at B
25 5"

A tal erance of 50 fllTI was used to match vehicl es" The data for a vehicl e
at station A was read"
If it was not part of a pi atoon. it was
discarded" otherWise, a matching record was then sought at station B
that was in the sane pI atoon, wi thi n the observat ion per iod, and had a
wheelbase within 50 rrm, and had not already been matched to a previous
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vehicle at station A,
If Cl match was found, data from both stations was
wr itten to an output f j I 6" The next record from A was then processed"

( dl

A running total of the nlJl1ber of matched vehicles was kept during
process so that the proportion matched could be cal cui ated"

Ca)

Having produced a file of matching vehicles, another progran was used to
process this file and calculate the mean journey time platoon by

platoon,

and

this

time
antic i
cross cross-

the mean journey time for the whole period (generally 15

min) covered by the data"

Platoon bypla+oon results for the first 15 min are listed in Table
IV.. Cbmparison with the 'manually matched' results shows lower means for some
platoons .. This is due to the fact that the progr3I1 selected the first
matching record at station B that satisfied all of the given conditions" The
'manually matched' data considered head ways between vehicles and
this
sometimes led to the choice of a vehicle later in the platoon" The difference
between the two sets of mean journey times was 2 per cent.
This was not
considered significant enough to justi fy the extra progranming necessary to
incorporate consideration of vehicle headways.
This matching progra-n, the
first
method attempted for obtaining journey times automatically from
wheelbase data, was thus considered to give a good estimate of the 'true'
journey time" The next stage was to look at 15 min periods of data, comparing
other methods of obtaining journey times, using this matching progran as a
basis for canpar ison"
TABLE IV
JOIRNEY TIMES Pl.A TOON BY PLATOON

PI atoon

Manual Matching

--'--'---'-

-------- -A
L
L
V
E
H
S

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

---~.

Maan
~._._--_._---

19,,05
19,,0
20,,7
20. 7
19.4
19.4
17,,9
17" 7
19.5
19,,0

--.-

Matching Progran

.. _.

---'-'~'-----'----

S"O"

Mean

2,,25
1,,3
2,0
2.7
0.5
1..9
1.8
2,4
2.5
2,

19.2s
19.0
20.2
19,,8
18,,9
17.6
17,,9
17.7
20,,5
18.0

-- --,-----,-, -_.-.

°

S.O.

--~,

-. -, ---'--'-2.15
1.3
2.1
1..1
1..4
2,4
1.8
2,,4
3,5
3.8

CROSS-G<RRELA T ION ANAL YS IS
A novel approach to obtaining the platoon journey time was then
investigated,
using the same data as had been used in the matching processes previously
discussed"
This approach was motivated by work which had
use·j
the
cross-correlation function for delay measurellent in industrial process~s (e"g ..
B::>x and Jenkins 1976; Kenyon 1983), and proceeded as follows.,
Firstly, the
sequence of wheel bases at each station was expressed as a time series, that
is, a ser'ies of measurements at r'egularly spaced time intervals.
The
cross-correlation coefficient (see eqn (3)) was then calcul ated for the two
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time ser'ies at values of ~~ T , ranging from well below to well above the
anticipated journey time" Tfl6 lag which gave the highest value of the

cross-correlation coefficient was then taken as the average journey time,
er'oss-correlation coefficient is defined as:

c

r

xY

The

(,l

(,) =...EL.:..-

SxSy

r=

0, ±l, ±2, ±

(3)

where Sx and Sy are the standard deviations of N pairs of x

and Y values
k
k
with zero means, and cx. y( r) is the cY'oss-cDvariance of .Y given x at lag T :

N-r

I:

x 'YkH
k=l k

T=

0,1,2,,,

The first step was to develop a program to prepare the data in
suitable form for Input to the correlation function" The data had been
processed into the form of a formatted fl le, containing wheelbase lengths and
actuati on times for' each stat i on, by pr'ogr'ams prey i DUS I Y discussed" The
cross-corre I atJ on functi on requ i res data I n the for"m of a sari 6S
of
measur"ements, taken at regularly spaced or sampl iog time Intervals, dt. To
achieve this, it was necessary to intersper"se the data with zeros to provide a
data point for every time interval" A simple FCRTRAN program was written
which, for" each time inter"val in the range of inter'est, wrote the wheelbase
value if one had been recorded at that tIme, and otherwise wrote a zer'o for
time inter"val s Where no wheel base was r'ecorded.. The val ue of dt therefore
represents the ti me resol uti '::>n of the detector i nfor'mation"
These series were then processed by a cross-corr·elation function"
Initial work was done using a function from the IMSL(1980) Ilbr"ary, FTCROS,
but later" a FffiTRAN progr'am was developed to calculate the values of the
cross-correlation function, to allow mor'e flexibility In processing,
Initial tests were done using data from a single platoon. and some
conclusions were drawn regarding the most suitable time interval" The progra;n
used to prepare the data for corr'elation could be made to write data points at
user-'specified intervals"
Figure 5 illustrates the decrease In spurious
carrel ation with increasing time interval,
Figure Sa (O 5 s interval) shows
several spurious peaks. inclUding one greater in magnitude than the peak at
the expected lag value. Comparing Fig 6b (1 s Interval), we see a re,juction
in magnitude of the spurious peaks relative to the desired' peak.
Over the
range of interval val ues considered, 0, 1 s. 0,5 s, 1 sand 2 s, the same trend
was noted. with a steady decrease in the nlJTlber of spurious peaks and their
magnitude rei ative to the desired peak..
Interval s greater than 2 s were not
used, due to the fact that more than one wheelbase may have been measured
during a longer interval, and hence information w:Juld be lost .. Also,knowing
the average journey time for the test site was approximately 20 s, a
resolution better than 2 s would be required"
By chance, the data for' the first platoon gave peaks (using 1 sand
interval) at lag values near the expected value of the aver'age journey
time. This was not usually the case"
Due to the inabi I ity to obtain
consistent results on a platoon by platoon basis, fur"ther wor"k was done with
15 min or' longer periods of data .. The improvement using longer periods of
data is i Ilustr"atad In Fi-g 7"
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Comparing

Fig 7a,

obtained fr'om 15 roln of data, and Fig 7b, obtained

from approximately 1 h of data. we can see the

r'eduction

of

spurious

peaks

brought about by use of a gr'eater amount of data" Figur'e 6b, which uses the
same sampling interval of 1 s, may also be compared with Fig 7" to illustrate
the effects of a relatIvely brief period of data, as it was calculated for one
platoon, r'epresenting appr'oximately 90 5 of data"

at

One problem which r'apidly became appar'ent was that of undesired peaks
Vd lues
wh i ch were much higher or' lower than the expected va I ue,

I a9

Investigation of the data showed this to be due In many cases to vehicles with
long wheel bases producing lar'ge pr'oducts when mUltiplied with lower Wheelbase
val ues" Several subsets of data wer'e tr'/ed both with and without truck data
(a wheel base val ue greater than 3,,2 m was used as a criterion),
The
correlation function appeared far mor'S I ikely to give a single definite peak
when tr'uck data was discarded" Results of the cr'oss-correlation (the time lag
which gave the highest peak) ar'e I isted In Table V. along with the jour'ney
times calculated by the matching program"

TABLE V
MEAN JOURNEY TIMES FOR EACH PERloo,
BY COMPUTER MATCHING
AND CROSS-CORRELATION
Time
Period

--_.,,--_..

A 1
L 2
l. 3
4
V 5
E 6
H 7

No.
Matched

_---------~._.~,-,-,--

69
97
95
80
109
125
130

--'---~,------,---~. N
1
62
2
89
3
92
T 4
75
R 5
107
U 6
121
C 7
128

0

K

Propn"

Match ing Prog ..

0.51
0.67
0.59
0.60
0.62
0.. 59
0.59

Cross-correlatn

--'----_._-,_. __ ._,- -- -_.- -- - -_. _. -- --,Mean
S .. 0 ..
dt=ls
dt=2s
-- ---,-- --- -._-,., -'--_._.. ----. __ .- ,,---,---_.

I~atched

--~.

,

18.85
19 . 3
19 . 3
18.8
19.6
20.1
20.0

2.55
2.. 2
2.. 3
1.8
2. 3
2.1
2.. 5

------_.----,_..~,- ------ -_.•. -----0.53
18 6
19 . 2
19.. 3
18.8
19 . 5
20.1
200

0.69
063
0.,62
0.. 66
0.61
0.. 63
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2.0
2.. 4

215
21
16
19
28
28
19

185
22
18
22
6
28
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20
18
17
18
19
19
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Examination of the er'oss-correlation results, firstly with trucks
included, shows obviously Incorrect results for several time per'lods,; these
are the r undes i r'ad peaks I referred to pr'evious 1y" Th i 5 prob I em, r nherent In
the cr'oss-corr'elation pr'ocess, can be minimised by the r'emoval of trucks fr'om

the data. However, this means that we are discarding wheelbase information in
the sche~e, and possibly biasing the results towards a faster average journey
time, assuming that trucks In general travel more slowly. The results with
trucks excluded are mOf'S encouraging, with the 1 5 interval results giving
values of the desired magnitude" (All lie within one standard deviation of
the mean estimated by the matching program).. The 2 s interval results are
less consistent, due to the loss of infor'matioo about individual vehicles, as
mor'e than one vehicle may have been recorded dur'ing a 2 s period"
Looking at the 1 s results, the trend in jour'ney times estimated does
not fol low that indicated by the method of wheelbase matching" There are two
factors which could explain this lack of consistency: (i) the wheelbase data
contains a low frequency 'seasonal component' due to the cyclic nature of the
traffic, which is controlled by signals, and (il) the noisy environment fr'om
which the data comes,
The ,noise/signal ratio (N/S) is defined as the ratio of
the sum of cars entering the route between Input and output, to the sum of
cars flowIng from input to output (Str'obel 1977)" This ratio can be estimated
as follows: the total number of vehicles passing thr'ough station B during the
whole seven time periods was determined from the data to be 1257" The total
number matched is 705, and th Is is assumed to be the number f 1owi;,g fr'om input
to output"
The difference between these two numbers is thus the nol se, in
this case, 552 vehicles. Hence, the N/S ratio In this case is calculated as
0.. 8.
Th I s is ver'y noi sy, and the probab i I I ty of er'ror at such a high N/S
ratio is significant"

LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION
Another time series approach is to formulate the estimation of I ink jour'ney
times as a system identification problem,
The traffic link is consider'ed as a
tr'ansfer function that can be analysed in the time domain as in this paper, or'
in the frequency doma i n as In Ng and Luk( 1983).. The I nput to the transfer'
function is a time ser'ies collected from the upstr'eam detector station A
(xe(k», and the output is that collected from the downstream station 8
(xa(k» .. k is the index for the time series with a sampling time Inter'val of
dt, the time difference between two consecutive k values.
The following for'mulation of a model
for estimating the average
jour'ney time between two detector stations was originally proposed in
Strobe I (1977)"
In his analysis, Strobe I used traffic flow in the input/output
series ..
In this paper, both the wheelbase and flow data wer'e Investigated
Let the input vehicles xe(k) be delayed by time T which, from
traffic conditions, would have a minimum and a maximum value, i ,,9

Tmin
Tmax

(4)

and Tmin
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Let

g(j)

= percentage

of

cars

(j-l Ldt :$ T :5 j "dt, where j=m,.
conceptua I I Y repr'esented as:

r'each j 09 the output in the time i nter'va f
,n" Then the model output xaM(k) can be

+ g(n) xe(k-n)

(5)

g(j)IS af'e called the impulse r'esponse parameters of the transfer function
repr'6senting the traffic I ink
It is assumed in eqn (5) that each
g{j) Is
independent of time k within a measurement period of, say, 15 min" Define a
~ ~cent as follows:

n

h(n)

=

2:: g(j)

(6)

j=m

Thus h (~) Sums up the percentages of cars depar'ti og fr·om the or i gin stat i on A
at various times k in the r'ange [m.n]"
It therefor'e represents the r'atio of
car's entering the I ink via A and leaving it via the destination station 8"
It
is hence an element of an origin-destination (0·".0) tr'ip matrix and has the
conceptual proper'ty that
05: h{n) 5:

Note that h(n)=1 means that 131 I vehicles that pass through A wi I I reach 8 and,
simi larly, h(n)=O means that no vehicles wi 11 reach 8 after' passing through A,
With hen), it is possible to define the pr'obabi I it-y dIstribution function as:
F( j )=h(j) /h{ n) =Prob ,,[T5:j, dtJ
and the probabil ity density function as:

fCjJ=g(j)/h(n)=Prob.[{ j-l), dt5f~j,dtJ

(7)

Hence, the average journey time is given by:

_

T

n
=

L: (jdt)"f(j)

(8)

j=m

In matr'ix notation, with N as the number of sample points in
eqn(S) can be expressed as:

a

{]
or simply as:

U J!
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As an example,
Jet the Input sequence consist of 100 sample points, i .e"
k=O, ",,,,99 and m=5, n=10" Then eqn (S) becomes:

9(5)]
[
9(10)

Note that a maximum journey time of 10 time units (n=10) means that the

first

accur'ate estimation of xaM(k) occurs at k=11"
The

unknown

g( j), j=m, "" .. n, ar's to be est i mated from a

parameter's

scheme illustrated in Fig 8,

The model output, xaM(k), is compared

with

the

system (Le.
the, traffic link) output, xa(kL
A noise term, z(k), is
I ncl uded in the model to repr'ssent d i stur'bances such as 5 i de-street traff i c or
veh i c I ss that change I anes I nto and out of the lane mon itor'ed. The error'
term, eCk), is cal cui ated as:

elk)

=

xa(k) - xaM(k)

,
i

noise
Z (k)
input

Hf)

Traffic
link

x, (k)

E

output

x, (k)

t

t

a
P

a

i

o
3

model
output xarJk)

L....,.

Model

5

+

-+

error e (k)

s
T
5

Fig 8 - A parameter estimation method by least squares

The parameter estimation problem can now be expressed by minimising 0, the sum
of the squar'es of the error' terms, e(k}" In matr'ix notatJ'on,

minimise Q = et" ~
where ~t is the transpose of e.
with e = -"a--"aM
or e

=

-"a - .!J..Jl.
38
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Equation

(9)

is

gener'ally

known

as the nor'mal equation (Goodwin and Payne

1977) and the optimal solution is given by: ----(10)

x
-a

Str'obel (1977> suggested
Equation
7 for' the pr'obabJ I ity density function tU) is then given by:
The values calculated fr"om eqn (10) can be negative"

that

a negative g(j) would be of no meaning and should be set to 0,

if g(j);$O

0
f(j) =

1ilil
~g(j)

if g(j»O

)

It should be emphasised that only the input sequence x e and the output

sequence x a are known and measurable quantities. The noise tr'affic is not
measurable" The power of the least squar'es (LS) estimation technique is that
it gives the best possible solution, in a least squares sense, under a noisy

environment"
The authors would also I ike to suggest that the spl it coefficient has
significant interpretation within the context of ATC"
It is an indication of
the goodness of signal co""'Or'dination" With pr'oper choice of the offsets~ or
the start times of green phases of adjacent intersections~ vehicles should be
able to move in compact platoons within an ATC networ'k" Vehicles in the same
platoon shou I d be ab I e to pass thr'ough an i nter"secti on in one green phase and,
if the platoon is compact, they cannot change lanes freely. Thus, high values
of the spl it coefficients in an ATC network indicate that the signal timings
are properly tuned to prevai I ing conditions,
In the analysis below, 211 I solutions
subr'out; ne LLBQF I n the package IMSU 1980),

were

obtained

using

the

Simulated Data
The above for"mulation was first investigated with the output time series xa(k)
simulated from the input time series xe(k)" The input series was collected
from the upstream detector station in the Burwood Highway test site (see
Fig 2>'
It consists of 339 samples with a time resolution (dtJ of 10 s.
In
the simul ation, all vehicles tr'avell ing fr"om A to B were assumed to ar"rlve at
B fr"om A, 1 "e" the spl it coefficient h(n)=l.,
The following
Jour'ney time
distribution was assigned to the vehicles:

j

4

g(j)

o

7

8

,333333

o

5
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In other words, with dt=10
time is 60 5 ..

S,

m=5 and n= 7, the expected value of the journey

In matrix notation, the LS for'mutation is:

X

[

(335) ....

~.)""

X e (331)]

',I')

9(4J
[
g(8

Some noise tr'affic was also generated r'andomly with the noise to signal
ratio
(N/S) set to 0 and 0 5.. The max imum number of veh i c I as generated as oof se was
fixed at 5 per 10 So, z(k) was added to the simulated model output xaM(k) at
each k" The resu I ts ar's shown j n Tab I e VI"

TAillE VI
SIMULATED LEAST SQUARES (LS) RESULTS

True
Values

Simulated Values
_..,----_._._-----_.
__.... _._ .. _-_. __._--,---_._-_._By Whee I base
By Flow
-_ .•..,,---_.__.- -_.- --,--- --._----._--------_.
N/S=O

N/S=0 .. 5

N/S=O

--,- _... ~._-- ---._,----- --,~._----------- ------,~._-,--- -~,-- ------g( 4)
g(5)
g(6)

0 .. 0
0 .. 333
0.333
0.333
0 .. 0

g(7)

g(8)

0.004
0.306
0 .. 333
0 .. 330
-0 .. 016

-0 .. 009
0,.292
0 .. 332
0 .. 341
-0.018

---'---~._-~'---------~,_._-----~,--_

spl it
coeff"
h(8)

1..0

_._._----

0 .. 956

'., ~._._._-----------

mean

Journey
time(s)

600

0,.072
0,230
0,393
0 .. 350
-0.061

0.117
0.182
0.436
0,434
-0,,114

0,984

1 .. 05

... _._-~,----------_.~--~.'-----

0 .. 938

-- .. -._. __._-

60.2

N/S=0.5

-----~._-,--

60,.5

---------_._._-'..

59 .. 8

60 .. 2

The resul ts ar'e encour'aglng., Under both noiseless (1'1/$=0) and noisy
(i\l/S=O.5) conditions. the formulation was able to reproduce the r'ight journey
time of 605 and spl it coefficient of 1. The corr"sct results wete obTained

using either wheelbase or flow ti;ne series"

At N/S=Q,,5. the individual values

of the impuJ se response parameters, g{j> '5, differ from the true val ues"
The
solution is st! J I aCCUf'ate. suggesting that the for'mulation is r'obust and not
sensitive to noise. The values of g(4) and g(5), which should both be 1/3,
ware found to be better' estimated using wheelbase than using traffic flow"
This was anticipated because a wheelbase length should give more information
than a count of 1..
It is inter'esting to note that correlation of traffic flow
profiles also pr'ovides good estimates of the desired par'ameters"
Thus, the
original proposal
in Strobel {1977> to use tr'affic count5 is an acceptabl9
concept"
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Empirical Data

The second phase of the analysis was

to

use

the

least

squares estimation

method to corr'el ate the upstream and downstream data collected from the test
site" The Input and output sequences were divided into shorter sequences of
15 min each as in Table Ill. A measurement period of 15 min was ar'bitrar'ily
chosen.
It is long enough to provide a r'easonable representative value for'
that 15 min and pr'Qvides sufficient data poinTs for LS estimation"

Two sampling intervals (dt) of 1 5 and 2 5 were used in the analysis
to obtain the accuracy required for an expected journey time of about 20 s'
For longer journey times, dt = 5 or 105 would be appropriate" The choice is
a trade~'off between accuracy and computational efficiency.
Ten parameter's
(g(j) IS) were used in the l.S formulation" For dt=l s~ the values m=15 and
n=24 wer-e used~ i "e" the minimum and maximum jour'ney times wer'e 15 sand 24 s
r'espectively .. For clarity of presentation~ the results for dt = 1 s~ together
with the tr'ue values, are only shown in Table VII" They are separated into
correlation by flow~ by wheelbase without trucks and by wheelbase for al I
vehicles"
TABLE VII
EMPIRICAL l.EAST SQUARES (LSl RESULTS

Time

True
Va lues

Flow
(al I veh)

Wfbase
(no trucks)

W'base
(all veh)

--.---,--~'--------------'--------------'--------'--------------_.---

Mean
Journey
Time (5)

-_ ..

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

18,,8
19.3
19,,3
18,,8
19.6
201
20 .. 0

18 .. 6
18,,8
19.4
18.9
18,,8
18,,9
19.3

_-----,---_._-,--_.~----"-----'_._~'-'--_._.

Sp I it
Coeff ,
h(241

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.51
0,,67
0.59
0,,60
0,,62
0.59
0.59

0.60
0.66
0,,67
0 .. 73
0 .. 79
0" 73
0 . 64

18,,3
19.0
19,,4
18,,7
18.7
19.3
19,,9

19" 1
19.4
19,,7
19.9
19,,2
19.6
20.1

__ ._.~.,.,----,----,---'--_._---0.59
0.63
064
0.73
0 .. 75
0.68
0.63

0 .. 67
0" 75
0.57
0.64
0" 73
0.96
0.56

The following observations can be drawn from these r'esu I ts:

(a)

The journey times estimated fr'om either traffic flow or' wheelbase length
agree wel I with true values. The presence of trucks appears to have
affected the spl it coefficients mor'e than the journey times" The error
was most significant in period 6 when the true value of h(n) was 0.59 in
comparison with h(n)=0,,96 estimated with tr'ucks included" With trucks
excluded, h(n)=O,,68 and was a much closer estimate"

(bl

The aver'age I ink journey time increased as the peak flow bul It up at
around periods 5 and 6 (about 4,,30 p"m"),, This was the case at the test
site"
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(c)

The empir'ical results confirm that the observation made fr'om the
simulated analysis that traffic flow is Indeed a useful quantity for'
par'ameter estimation" Traffic flow also has the advantage that it can

be collected using only one axle or loop detector for data col laction,
( dl

The benefit of util ising the extra information inherent in a wheelbase
sequence in a least squares franework has yet to be ascertained..
This
aspect wi 11 constitute an important area of research"

~~
The use of parameter estimation methods for extr'8cting jour'nay time and 0-0
information from time ser'ies data is a new area of research, Limited
publ icatlons in this area Incl~de the work of Str'obel (1977) and Cremer and
Keller (1981, 1984). In their' r'epor'ted work, Gremer' and Keller attempted to
obtain an 0-0 trip matr'ix using a sampling interval of a few minutes.
Within
the context of ATC. dt should be less than 10 s" A small value of dt would
also better uti I ise the extra information Inherent in a wheelbase sequence.
The authors ar'e satisfied with this initial attempt in applying the least
squar'ss techn i que. and the wheel base match I og method, for on-I 1ne eva I uat I on
of ATC"
They ar'e confident that these methods can be further developed into
tools suitable for daily operation.
Future research would include the
following:
( .)

(b)

(e)

RI

Mar'e f i el d stud i es wou I d be organ I sed for links Ot r'outes of longer'
lengths, The Butwood Highway site could be used again but with detector
station B moved away from A to provide link distances of, say, 700 m and
1 km" More complex sites should be investigated
This wi II allow the
study of the I eft-over queue that beloogs to the ta I I of a platoon"
Multlvar'iate anl3ysis. i .. e. mor's than one input/output time series, can
be sasi Iy incorporated within the framework of eqn (5)..
This Is
particularly useful for calculating the 0-0 trip matrix.
The LS
estimation
technique
is in fact an alternaTive to the entr'opy
maximlsation method common! y employed (see, e"g.. Bell 1983)"
The only pr'e-processing adopted in both the cross-correlation and least
squares (LS) analysis was the subtraction of the mean value fnxn a given
time series" Mor'e sophisticated pr'e-'processing, called pre-whitenlng
(Box and Jenkins 1976), :an be emp!oyed t<;> impr'ove the accur'acy of
estimation, As already mentioned, the tlms senes data obtained fr'om
detectors in an ATC network is expected to contain a cyclic or seasonal
component. This component corresponds to the cycle length adopted in a
signal contr'olled area"
More accurate results can be obtained if the
seasonal trend can be isolated.
In fr'equency domain#
this
is
interpreted as the filtering of unwanted signals.
The least squares technique can be converted into a r'ecurslve algor'ithm
that al lows new data to be included and old data discarded continuously.
Recursive algorithms are computatlonally more efficient" They wi II
enable a dynamic r'esponse to changes in prevailing traffic conditions"
Recursi ve I east squar'es techn I ques ar'e common I y emp I oyed In r'ea! -time
appl icatlons (Goodwin and Payne 1977)"
It is quite feasible to
implement the LS estimation as recur'sive algorithms In a microprocessor'
traffic contr'ol!er'"
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CONCLUS IONS

AVI without identifying individual vehicles

is

a

difficult

problem..

This

paper" Investiga"~es three methods for' the estimation of I ink jour'nay times in
an ATe system by identifying sequences of vehicles" The first method rei les
on the matching of wheelbase sequences and is suitable for estimating jour'nay
times cycle by cycle" The other two methods, cr'oss-corTelation and least

squares estimation, are suitable for observation periods of about 15 mln..

The

presence of tr'ucks appeared to have affected the use of wheel base sequences in
these two methods, especially the cross-con'elation
80th wheelbase and
traffic flow time ser'ies were investigated using the least squares estimation
method"
Intu i ti vel y, wheel bases prov i de more j nformati on than traff i c counts;
but the r'esu I ts obta I ned i nd I cate further resear'ch is necessar'y to ut i J I se
th i s extra I nformati on,
L.east squar'es estlmat i on us I og traff i c counts was
found to pr'oduce satisfactory results and was not sensiTive to noise such as
side-str'eet traffic.
It also pr'ovldes infor'mation on the goodness of signal
co'-ordlnation, and can be extended as a multivariate analysis problem to
calculate an origin-destination trip matrix..
An impor'tant area of future
resear'ch I s the r'ef i nemenT of the I east squar'es method f nto a recur's i ve
algorithm suitable for implementation in a local traffic signal controller"
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